2015/2016 Programme
•

13 October 2015 at UHW
6.00 Satellite meeting, Dr Anthony Johansenn and Dr Steven Leadbetter - “How I
was taught and how I teach”
7.00 Buffet
7.30 Presidential Lecture by Dr Tom Hughes “Neurological Tales”

•

11 November 2015 at UHW
6.00 Satellite meeting, Tom Hughes will arrange a clinical demonstration
7.00 Buffet
7.30 Presentation Evening from the most talented Students and Registrars

•

10 February 2016, 7.30 at Royal Glamorgan Hospital
Annual Tripartite meeting featuring a speaker from each of the 3 South Wales
Medical Societies.
Details to follow.

•

12 April 2016 at Dental Lecture Theatre, UHW
Part 1 at 6.00pm - Student presentations for the Cardiff Medical Society
Community Health Care Prize. Awarded to a medical student or junior doctor
who has undertaken, as a medical student, a project in the community that has
contributed to an improvement in health care.
Buffet at 7.00pm
Part 2 at 7.30pm - Dr Geoff Davies MBBCh MRCGP FFSEM MSc PGCert MSK
US, Consultant Sports Physician & WRU National Team Doctor. Dr Davies will
share with us some professional insights into the nature of his role as the Welsh
Rugby Union Team Doctor, including reflections on the problems he encountered
during the World Cup and the recent Six Nations. Dr Davies has informed us that
the style of the presentation will be informal and will include slides and videos,
with plenty of time for questions and discussion. New members and guests are
very welcome to either or both parts of the evening.

•

14 May 2016
Society Annual Dinner at SWALEC Stadium

The key innovation last year was offering an optional two part programme. This is
something that I propose to continue. We will hold a ‘satellite’ event between 6 and 7
pm, which is designed to get trainee doctors involved, although everyone is
welcome. This will be followed by a buffet at 7.00 and the main event (two or three
speakers) between 7.30 and 9.00pm.

